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Details of Visit:

Author: Gladallover
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 28 Jan 2020 19:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 280
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Spacious basement flat on the main Warwick Road, virtually opposite where the Exhibition Halls
used to be. Parking is probably pretty easy in the evenings down one of the side roads, very easily
found from Earls Court tube (provided you leave by the Warwick Road exit!)Adequate bathroom
with shower and bath but sharing was not offered. Large bedroom had large mirrors on three of the
four walls, but the bed was not very close to any of them, and Mimi seemed almost unaware of their
presence. Shared bath and greater use of the mirrors would certainly earn some bonus points!

The Lady:

Mimi is a younger escort (23), brand new to the scene I would guess, but an experienced
professional masseuse back home in Thailand. She looks very much like her photos, slim, petite
with nice enhanced boobs, and most importantly a lovely smile :-). Very sweet young lady, very
much a GFE, who prefers everything soft and gentle. Limited English.

The Story:

Once we had completed preliminaries, she asked "massage or sex?", so I said perhaps foolishly,
"whatever you enjoy the most". So I gave her the lead, and two hours of lovely foreplay ensued,
plenty of nice kissing, and clearly she was most comfortable demonstrating her massage skills,
which were intimate, erotic and mostly body to body, accompanied by plenty of baby oil! We
exchanged plenty of oral, although I got the distinct impression she enjoyed receiving more than
giving. DT declined but finished with CIM (briefly). Not enough time left for Round Two, so no
penetrative sex this time. I would be surprised if anal is on offer yet, although it is listed in her
services. Very early days, I think I saw her inside her first week, so I would conclude lots of
potential, but for now a soft gentle, caring GFE, with great massage skills.
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